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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEAÐQUARTERS AIR FORCE PERSONNEL CENTER

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIO-RANDOLPH TEXAS

AFPC/DPFCM
550 C Street V/est
JBSA-Randolph TX 78 1 50 -47 16

16 Jun 17

Mrs. Michele D. Herron
1312 West Parkway Drive
Yuma A285364
Dear Mrs. Herron
The attached Translation of Advance V/ork report which relates to your loved one, Major
San Francisco, is forwarded for your information. We are furnishing this material in keeping
with our policy to provide you with any information we receive on your loved one's case.

If you

have any questions concerning this material, please contact us on our

(800-5

3

1

-5 5 0

1

toll free telephone

) or via electronic mail (AFPC.DPFC.POW.MIA@us.af.mil).

Sincerely,

611912017

X :oe PIZANA
JOE E.'PZANA, DAF

Missing Persons Liaison O'ffìcer
S

igned by: PZAM.JOS

E.
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BODY
SUBJ:

L'NCLAS
SUBJ/TRANSLATION OF ADVANCE WORK REPORT CONCERNING CASE I243 AND
1329 CONDUCTED DURTNC JOINT FIELD ACTIVITY ró-2VM (122ND JFA).
TRANSLATION OF ADVANCE VIORK REPORT CONCERNINC CASE I243 AND I329
CoNDUCTED DURINC JOINT FrELD ACTIVITY ló-2VM (r22ND JFA).
REF/AIRMG/CDR JPAC HONOLULU HI/2IO8OOZ OCT 13.
REF/B/RMGiCDR JPAC HONOLULTJ HI/250I332 OCT 14.
REF/C/RMGICDR JPAC HONOLULU HI/lOTJ741Z APR I5.
REF/D/RMC/CDR JPAC HONOLULU HI/07I7552 OCT 15.
REÞ-/E/RMG/JCRC LIAISON BANCKOK T111230946Z AUÇ 89.
IIEF/F/RMG/CDR JTF-FA HONOLULU HI/262A1óZ OCT OO.
REF/G/RMC/CDR JTF-FA HONOLUI-U H,IIO2OqO2Z JUN 03.
REF/H/DOC/I :50,000 SCALE MAP SHEET.
REF/llDOCi !:50,000 SCALE MAP SHEE'I'.
REF/J/DOC/1 :50,000 SCALE MAP SHEET.
REF/K/DOC/l :50,000 SCALE MAP SHEE'ì-.
NARR/REFERENCES:
A. REF A IS THE DETAILED REPORT OF INVESTICATION OF CASE I329
CONDUCTED DURTNC JOrNT FrELD ACTIVITY I 3-4VM ( I 1 zTH JFA).
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B.

REF B IS ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REPORT I4-.+VM-01 REGARDING AN
F-4 AIRCRAFT CRASH SITE IN THE AREA OF CA ROONG zuVER, BO TRACH

DISTzuCT, QUANG BINH PROVINCE. OBTAINED DURING JOINT FIELD ACTIVITY
r4-4VM (r r6TH JFA).
C, REF C IS THE DETAILED REPORT OF INVESTICATION OF CASE I329
coNDUC]"ED DURTNG JOINT FIELD ACTIVITY l5-2VM (il8TH JFA).
D. REF D IS THE CORRECTED COPY OF THE DETAILED REPORT OF
INVESTIGATION OF CASE 1329 {SITE VM-03299) CONDUCTED DURInNC JOINT
FIELD ACTIVITY l5-3VM (l rgTH JFA).
E. REF E IS THE DETAILED REPORT OF INVESTIGATION OF CASE I329
(FROM THE 7TH JOrNT FTELD ACTTVTTY UFAI).
F. REF F IS THE DETAILED REPORT OF INVESTICATION OF CASE I329
(FROM THE 62ND JFA).
C. REF G IS THE DETAILED REPORT OF INVESTIGATION OF CASE 1329
CONDUCTED DURING THE 73RD JOINI'FIELD ACTIVITY IN THE SOCIALIST
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM.
H. REF H IS U.S. MAP DATA: NAlvlE: QUANG KHE: SHEEI': 624111;
SERIES: L7014; EDITION: 3-DMA, 1989.
I. REF I IS VIETNAM MAP DATA: NAME: QUYET THANG: SHEET:
E-48-57-D.
J. REFJ IS U.S. WARTIME MAP DATA: NAME: BAN KARAI; SHEET:
6243|Y: SERIES: L7014: EDITION: 6-TPC, 1971.
K. REF K IS VIETNAM MAP DATA: NAME: BAN 39: SHEET: E-48-ó9-4.
RMKS/I. SUMMARY: DURING JOINT FIELD ACTIVITY (JFA) l6-2VM (l22ND
JFA), A VIETNAIVI OFFICE FOR SEEKINC MISSINC PERSONS (VNOSMP) TEAM
CONDUCTED ADVANCE WORK (AW) FOR CASE r243 PURS{JANT TO U.S.

REQUtREMENTS.VNoSMPSPEClALISTSRE.lNTERVIEwEDffie
FORMER ANTIAIRCRAFT GUNNER, WHO PROVIDED INFORMATION CONCERNINC
TWO AIRCRAF-T LOSS INCIDENTS THAT WAS ALMOST EXACTLY THE SAME AS
THAT HE PROVIDED IN TWO EARLIER INTERVIEWS. HIS INFORMATION
PROBABLY CORRELATES WITH RESOLVED CASE 1253 AND WITH REFNO I329-I-OI.
l-6tÌat-burDED THE TEAM To rHE srrE v/HERE HE cLATMED To HAVE
OBSERVED AIRCRAFT WRECKACE AND REMAINS'. IT IS ALMOST CERTAIN THAT
THIS IS THE SAME SITE PREVIOUSLY AND POSITIVELY CORRELATED WITH CASE
1329. THE VNOSMP TEAM ALSO SOUGHT INFORMATION FROM LOCAL RESIDENTS
CONCERNINC THIS AND OTHER INCIDENTS, WTTHOUT SUCCESS. THE \T.¡OSMP
TEAM OBTAINED NO INFORMATION CONCERNING CASE I243.
2. DETAILS: THE FOLLOWING IS A TRANSLATION OF THE ADVANCE WORK
REPORT FOR CASE 1243 (NOTE: TRANSLATOR/ANALYST COMMENTS APPEAR
WITHIN DOUBLE PARENTHESES).
((BEGTN TRANSLATTON))
((PACE oNE))
ADVANCE INVESTIGATION TEAM - JFA I2?
(MARCH 20r6)
RESULTS OF THE ADVANCE WORK OF CASE I243IQUANG BINH ((PROVINCE))
I. PAST DEVELOPMENTS ((THIS PARAGR-APH CONSISTS ONLY OF THE
QÇ'CI bY IJPAA
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CIRCUMSTANCES OF LOSS))
ON I AUGUST I9ó8, AN F-4D AIRCRAF'| tN A FLIGHT OF TWO DISAPPEARED
DURING A NIGHT ARMED RECONNA¡SSANCE MISSION. WHEN THE SUPPORTINC
AIRCRAFT FLEV/ AROUND THE TARGET. THE LEAD AIRCRAFT FLEW IN, ((AND))
THE SUPPORTINC AIRCRAFT SAW A LARGE EXPLOSION 30-60 METERS FROM THE
TARGET. THE SUPPORTING AIRCRAFT DID NOT SEE A CHUTE OR HEAR ANY
RESCUE SIGNALS. BOTH PILOTS ARE STILL UNACCOUNTED FOR.
II. REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS INVESTICATION.
I. RE-INTERVIEW
65 YEARS OLD, A
T YEN DTNH DISTRICT
((HUYEENJ YEEN DrNHJ)), THANH HOA ((PROVTNCE)). REQUEST THE WITNESS
GUIDE TFIE AlV TEAM TO AN AIRCRAFT CRASH SITE OR A BURIAL LOCATION OF
A PILOT TO SEARCFI FOR MATERIAL EVIDENCE OR REMAINS.
2. INTERVIEW ANY LOCAL RESIDENTS OR CURRENT LANDOWNERS TO
FIND INFORMAT¡ON ASSOCIATED WITH AIRCRAFT WRECKAGE, MATERIAL
EVIDENCE, PERSONAL EFFECTS, OR REMAINS.
3. INTERVIES/ ANY OTHER WITNESSES FOR INFORMATION CONCERNINC
CASE 1243 OR INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH ANY OTHER AMERICAN
SERVICEMAN. IF POSSIBLE. SURVEY ADDITIONAL SITES THE WITNESSES POINT

neiloËNfôË

OUT.

III.

RESULTS OF THIS INVESTIGATION.
*LOCATING AND INTERVIEWING MTNESSES:
(bx6)
I
BORN IN 1949
(bx6)
RESIDES
YEN DINH DISTRICT. THANH HOA PROVINCE
- ENLISTED: MAY 1967.
- UNIT: gTH COMPANY ((CO)), DS BATTALION ((BN)), 280'r'REGIMENT ((REGT)),
367TH DIVISION THESE WERE ALL AIR DEFENSE UNITS, RIGHT UP TO DIVISION
(bx6)
WAS AN ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY GUNNER.
LEVEL))
- HE WAS DISCHARGED AND RETIJRNED TO HIS LOCALITY IN I97Ó.
- ON AN AFTERNOON OF FEBRUARY I969 THE 9TH CO, IO3RD BN MOVED TO
STATION AT KILOMETER 54 OF ROUTE 20 IN THUONG TRACH VILLAGE
((XAX THWONCJ TRACH
BO TRACH DTSTRTCT ((HI.JYEENJ BOOS TRACHJ
D TWO FELLOW UNIT MEMB
BINH
PROVINCE.
QUANG
COULD NOT REMEMBER THEIR NAMES) WENT TOCOLLECT BRANCHES FOR
CAMOUFLAGE THEIR GIIN POSITION. THEY WENT NORTHWEST OF PROVINCIAL
THEN DISCOVERED THE
ROUTE 20 FOR APPROXIMATELY 3OO MET
COGNIZED AS THE F-4 TYPE
WRECKAGE OF AN AIRCRAF-I THA
THE FORWARD PART OF THE AIRCRAFT WAS SHATTERED; THE REAR WAS
INTACT. APPROXIMATELY 20 METERS FROM THE TAIL WAS INTACT REMAINS
AND A PAIR OF HIGH-NECKED BOOTS OF THE AMERICAN TYPE. THE SKULL HAD
INTACT TEETH, THREE OF WHICH \VERE GOLD. THEY DID NOT SEE ANY
CLOTHING OR PERSONAL EFFECTS. IN A BAMBOO CLUMP ABOVE THE REMAINS
THERE WAS A GREEN PARACHUTE STUCK ON A BAMBOO STALK. THEY LEFT
THE WFIOLE REMAINS IN THAT PLACE, AND DID NOT BURY THEM. DURING THE
(bx6)
THREE MONTHS THAT HIS LI-NIT V/AS STATIONED AT KILOMETER 5
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DID NOT ¡ìLTURN 1'O THE AIRCRAI.-'I"WRECKACE.LOC]A]'ION AND DID NOT I-IEAR
THAT ANYONE BURIED TI.{OSE REMAINS
((PAGE 1'wo))
(bx6)
IN APPROXIMATELY MAY-JUNE I969
IT MOVED ALONG ROUTE 20
IN'I'O LAOS, RETUI{NINC IN I973 TO tsE STATIONED AT'|I-IE LONG DAI FERRY
((PHAF LONG DAIJ. GRrD COORDTNATES [[GCl] 4trQ XE 727 162)\.IN QUANC NINH
D¡S]'Rr CT ((HUYEENJ QUANCR NINLI
UANC BINTI PROVINCE. THROLIGHOUT
NEVER I-IEARD ANYONE IN ]'I.IE UNIl'
THE PERIOD TI.IAT FOLI,OWED
SPEAK ABOUT THOSE REMAINS, AND PAID THAI'MAT'TER NO FURI'I-IEIì
(bx6)
ATTENTION. BESIDES THE ABOVE INCIDENT
KNEW ABOUT AN
'|HAT'
INCIIDENT
1'OOK PLACE AT THE END OF l9ó8 ASSOCI¡\TED wll'H AN
AMERICAN PILOT WHO DII]D AI..II-IE XUAN SON IìERRY ((PFIAIì XLJAAN SOWN,
48Q XE 38ó 47e)).
ROXIMATEL.Y THE END OF l9ó8 (NOVEMBER OR DECEMBER 1968),
(bx6)
UNIT WAS STAT¡ONED AT TI.IE XUAN SON FERRY IN SON TRACIj
vtLr-AGE ((xAX sowN 1'RACt-t.t)), Bo TRACI] DIS',t'RtC',f, QTJANC BtNlt PROVINCIì.
IIE PERSONALLY WITNESSED I.IIS UNIT SI{OOT DOWN AN f.'-4H Af RCRAI.'I. I-IE
SAW TWO PII,OTS PARACIJUTI, AND AFTER TIIAT IIE IIEARD TFIAI'TIIEY WERE
CAPTURED AL¡VE, ONE AUSTRALIAN PILO'I'AND ONE AMERICAN, BEC-AUSE TI-IE
AMEIì¡ CAN PI LO'f RtsSISTED, Vl E'|NAM IrSE'f IìOOPS FOIìCIrl:U Lt.Y SFIO'|. AND
WOUNDED FIIM. TI{REE DAYS LATER, RECONNAISSANCE FORCES OF'f I.IE
L,NIT' LED THtl TWO PILOT'S TO TRANSI:ER TIIEM 'l'O THE RECIMIlN'f, A|ìTER 1'flAl'
EARD Tl-tAl'WlltLE LEADINC ((l'f{EM)) 1'l'IROLJGFI ]'l-tE AREA OIì CHO'l'
HAMLET ((LANCr.' CTJOTS, AKA LANG 1'ROOC IILANCF ]'R()('S]ì 48Q XE 3s0 s le))
IN SON 1'RACII VII,I-ACE, 1'HI1 AMtllìICAN Pll.OT DIED AND WAS BIJRIED ON Tl¡tt
(bx6)
DID NOl'
SPOT. HE BUIìIAL I-OCA'I'ION WAS NEAR A LIME K¡t,N.
KNOWTHE BURIAL SII'E PIìECISELY. BECAUSË IIE ONLY FIEAIìD AI]OUT I'I' (bx6)
ft¡lol l¿ LSO DID NO'I' KNOW TFIE NAMES OI.'1'I.IE RECONNAISSANCE PEIìSONNEIwHO BURIED 1'FllS AMI:RICAN PILOT. APPROXIMATELY'fl-IREE lvlONl'F¡S AI']'ER
THAT HIS UNI'I'MOVED AND WAS S'I'A-IIONED A'I'KII-OME'TËR 54 OF ROUI'E 20 SO
I.IE ALSO DID NOT CO TO ]'FIE GRAVE OF ] {E AMEIìICAN PI[,O1-.
2. 'IHE ADVANCE WORK TEAM ALSO SOUGHT WITNESSES WHO WERI] LONC
'ilME RESIDENTS OF ]'HUONC T¡ìACH VtLLACE, BO'l'lìA('H DIS'l'¡ìlC']" QUANC
BINFI PIIOVINCE. HOWEVER, AT TI.IAT TIME, TIIE USTJAL RESIDEN'IS WERE
SCIATTERED; IN TI{E AREAS ALONC ROUTE 20, TI-IF WAR WAS FIERCE. THE LOCAL
PEOPLE WERE NOT TIIEIìE. AS A RESUL'f, NO ONE PEIISONALLY WITNESSED ANY
INC¡DENTS OF AIRCRAF"| CRAS}-IES OIì REMAINS OF AM[RICAN PILO-|S.
t
SITE INDICAI"ED BY ]'HE WI'I'NESS:
(bx6)
GUIDED TI-IE ADVANCE WORK'|EAM'TO KILOMETER
54 (WHICIJ IS NOW K]LOMETER 5I) OF ROUTE 20, THE PLACE WHERE HIS UNI'|
V/AS STATIONED IN FEBRUARY I969, FROM THE LOCATION OF HIS UNI'|'S GUN
POSITIONI-(ÐÌõJ-]DETERMINED THE POSITION QF THE AIRCRAFT WRECKACE
AND REMAINS THAI' HE SAW DURING THE WAR. I{E CUIDED THE TEAM TO CC
48Q XE 27t15 18572 AND DETERMINED THAT THIS WAS THE POSIT¡ON WHERE HE
SAW REMAINS THAT WERE POSSIBLY THOSE OF AN AMERICAN PILOT. THE
ADVANCE INVESTIGATION TEAM SURVEYED AND FOUND MANY SMALL PIECES

rcil
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OF'AIRCRAIT'| WRECKACE. ]'HE SITE IS ON A HILLTOP, COVERED WITI'I NATURAL
FOREST OF MANY TREES. AT THE FOOT OF THE I-IILL IS A STREAM WII'H V/A]'ER,
APPROXIMATELY 50-70 METERS FROM THE SITE, THIS AREA IS PART OF
I-IAMLET 5t ((BANI{ 5t)),]'I-IUONC T'RACII VILLAGE. BO'fRACI-l DISTRTCl'' QLJANG
BINH ((PROVTNCE)). Tt-tE ADVANTI'E WORK ]'EAM AI-SO DETERMINED THE
POSITTON OF A POSSIBLE HELTCOPTER LANDING ZONE A1'GC 48Q XE
27A58. t8302.
(PHOTOCRAPHS OF',fHE Stl"E SURVEY AIìE A]'TACHED)
IV. OBSERVA']-IONS AND Iì.ECOMMENDATIONS.
*OBSERVA'T'IONS:
. THE ADVANCE INVESTIGA'|ION TEAM SURVEYËD THE SII'E OF A CRASI.IED
AIRCÍì.AFT AND REMAINS THATPOSSIBLY U/ERE T}.[OSE OF A PILOT ACCORDINC
(bx6)
TO THE INFORMAT¡O
PROVTDED. ((THE TEAM)) DID NOT
DISCOVER ANY REM
FECI'S; ONLY [?OUND AIRCRAFT
PI ECES.

. ]'f.IE ADVANCE WOIìK TEAM ALSO LOCATED AND IN'TERVIDWED LONC
'flME |ìESIDENI'S NEAI{ ]'Ftlr Sll'E AIìEA, llOWEVlrR TllEllE W^S NO ONE WtiO
KNEW ADDITIONAI- INFORMAT¡ON CONCERNING TI{E DISPOSITION OII TFIE
IìEMAINS ASSOCIA'I'ED WI'I'T{ CASE I243 OR MA'I'I'T¿RS ASSOCIA'I'I]D WII'H
MISSING AMERICANS.
((PACE'rHRËE))
*IìECOMMENDATIONS;

- PEOPLE HAVE COME'fO LIVE IN TI.IE SI'IE AIìEA. I'f IS VERY t,IK[I.Y TI-IA-| TI.IilY
wrLL ctLËAIì'f FrE FOrìES'r'1'O MAKE FTEI.DS ((RAAYX)), SO WE NEED 1'O CARRY
OUT A JOINT INVESTIGA'I'ION SOON TO OBTAIN BEl"fER IìESULl'S AND AVOID
LOSING 1'IIB SI'|E.
- TIJE MOST SUI]'ABI,F, ]'IME T'O (]ARRY OUl'AN INVT.:S'I'IGAT¡ON OR
EXCAVAI'ION IS IN ]'I-IE DRY SEA-SON [.'ROM MARCIj UNTII, ATJCUST EVËRY
YEAR.
IO APRIL 20I(:
1'EAM LEADER
SICNE
(bx6)

((END TRANSLATT()N))
3. DPAA ANALYST COMMENTSI
A, 'fHE VNOSMP AW TEAM FULFILLED TIJE INVESTTCA't'lON REQUIREMEN'|S,
BUT OBTAINED NO INFORMATION TIIAT CORRELATED WII'FI CASE I243.
(bx6)
B
PROVIDED ALMOSI- EXACTLY THE SAME INFORMATION
CONCERNING BOTH AIRCRAFT LOSS INCIDENT'S DURINC JOINT INTERVIEWS ON 7
AUCUST 2013 AND {J AUGT.JST 2014 (REFS A AND B).
(I) ANALYSTS CORIìELATED THE INFOIìMATION HE PROVIDED IN REFS A
AND B CONCERNING THE A¡RCRAFT SHOT DOWN NEAR THE XUAN SON FERRY
WITI_I RESOLVED CASE 1253, BASED ON YEAR OF LOSS, LOCATION,
CIRCUMSTANCES OF LOSS, AND DISPOSITION OF THE AIRCREW. DURING THE
CURRENT INTERVIEW,I-(bXO-J-]PROVIDED A MORE PRECISE TIME FRAME FOR
'fHE INCIDENT (NOVEMBER-DECEMBER l9ó8) TI-IAN IN HIS EARLTER INTERVIEWS.
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ALTHOUGH THIS TIME FRAME POST-DATES THE RESOLVED CASE I253 INCIDENT
(¡7 AUGUST 1968), DPAA ANALYSTS SEE NO REASON 'fO ALTER ]'HIS
CORRELATION. THE AIRCRAFT TYPE, LOSS LOCATION, CIRCUMSTANC'ES OF
LOSS, AND NUMBER AND DISPOSITION OF THE AIRCRE\,V ARE ALL CONSISTENT
WITH THOSE OF RESOLVED CASE I253.
(2) TI]ERE ARE FOUR OTHER F-4 LOSS INCIDENTS IN THE XUAN SON FERRY AREA
(bx3)50uscs (CASES I177, I188,
I77 AND I I88 WERE NICHT INCIDENTS
ir¡ wulcH BorH c REWMEN WERE PROBAB r"v rcilf ËoìN THE AI RCRAFTTMPAcT, f?á'J,Î3,33:.s
'å3tÈi',Ii'
1082 P.L 102-r
LD NOT HAVE OBSERVED PARACHUTES IN THOSE CONDITIONS.
*]å?i:,:8:.U
ARE, SIN4ILAR TO_
BEEN ANY. THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF
(bx6)
THOSE
REPORTED. THIS WAS A DAY'|IME INCIDENT IN WHICH BOTFI 1OB2 P.1.102.1
CREWMEN EJECTED, ONE CREWMAN RESIS'|ED AND WAS SHOT AND
SUBSEQUENTLY DIED OF HIS WOUNDS, WHILE THE OTHER V/AS CAPTURED AND
(b){3) 50 usc
RELEASED DURING OPERATION HOMECOMING. HOWEVER, THE
' -' .'435NoteSec$
1082 P.L. r02-1
INCIDENT OCCURRED IN CU NAM VILLAGE ((XAX CWJ NAAMX)), BO TRACH
(bx6)
]'HE
POSITION THAN
DISTRICT, WHICH WAS FT]RTHER AWAY FRO
RESOLVED CASE I253 INCIDENT LOCATION. IN ADDITION, THE PILOT WHO WAS
,?ä?^i3,y33.u KILLED IN
NCIDENT DIED IMMEDIATELY AND WAS BI.JRIED NEAR
1082 P.L. roz-r WHERE HE FELL. HE WAS NOT TRANSPORTED THROUGH THE TROC HAMLET
AREA WIIERE HE DIED THREE DAYS AFTER HIS AIRCRAFT WAS SI-IOT DOWN.
.I'HE
REMAINS IDENTIFIED IN JANUARY 1986 AS ]'HOSE OF THE RESOLVED CASE
I253 CREWMAN WERE ORIGINALLY OBTAINED IN DECEMBER I985 BY
UNILATERAL REPATRIATION, IN WHICH THE S.R.V. MIS-ASSOCIATED THEM WI'I-H (b)(3):s0
USc $
3) 50 USC $
- - 435 Note Sec
DEN T, AL-T FI O{]GH A DAY.TI N4 E
FI NAL LY, TH E I_-IINCI
.J5 Note Sec
occuRRED slx KILOMETERS SOUTH OF THE XUAN SOrr" FERRY AND 1082 P L 102-1
1082 P L. 102-1
(bx6)
ISION. IN
BEHIND A KARST RANCE THAT WOULD HAVE OBSCU
DICATION THAT TI-IE UNACCOUNTED-FOR
ADDITION, TH
(bx3) 50 usc s rrr
ECTED FROM TI{E AIRCRAFT BEFORE IMPACT.
435 Note Sec r¡ì
(bx6)
1082 P L. to2-1 (2) FIELD ANAL
REF A INFORMATION
CIATE
CONCERNING HE AIRCRAFT
CKAGE AND THE REMAINS HE DISCOVE RED
(bX3):50 USC S
BASED ON TIME FRAME, LOCATION, AND INFORMATION
435 NoteSec
1082 P 1 102-1 OBTAINED
VIOUS INVËSTIGATIONS. BASED ON RECENT
WHICH CREDIBLE WIT'NESSES IDEN'|IFIED A
D
TNFORMATION (REr-S C
AS THAT OF A BODY THEY SAW IN A
PHorocRAI'-H otì
'?ä?,i3,"'3:.u
(bx6)
1OB2 P,L IoZ-I DIFFERENT LOCATION, DPAA ANALYSTS NOW THIN
INFORMATION
,
PROBABLY CORRELATES WITH REFNO 1329.1.01.
B. TEAM ANALYSTS DID NOT CORRELATEI_XE-IREF B INFORMATION
WITH ANY OF THE FOUR F-4 AIRCRAFT LOSSES THAT OCCURRED THE CO ROONG
AREA. INSTEAD, THEY ISSUED REF B AS AN UNCORRELATED ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION REPORT. DPAA ANALYSTS ARE OF THE OPINION THAT TI{IS REF B
INFORMATION, WHICH IS ESSENTIALLY SIMILAR TO THAT IN BOTH REF A AND
THE CURRENT REPORT, PROBABI.,Y CORRELATES,WITH CASE 1329. TI{E AUGUST
2OI4 TEAM WAS UNABLE TO CONDUCT A SURVEY OF THE SITE DUE TO WEATHER
CONDITIONS.
C. A CRASH SITE ASSOCIATED WITH THE CASE 1329 AIRCRAFT WAS
SURVEYED ON THREE OCCASIONS PRIOR TO THE CURRENT SURVEY. THE CRASH

TÐ
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srfE HAs BEEN LOCA'| ED BY DIFFERENT 'f EAMS AT GC 48Q XE 268 187 (REF
E),48Q XE27?9 l82l (REF F), AND 48Q XE 272t5 180r2 (REF G). TFIE AW
TEAM SURVEYED T}-IE PRESENT SITE, FINDING SMALL PIECES OF AIRCRAF'|
WRECKAGE, AT GC 48Q XE27l l5 18572 (NOTES: THE REF E AND REF C
COORDINATES WERE CONVER'|ED FROM THE INDIA-THAILAND I960 DATUM TO
TI-IE WGS-84 DATUM. 'I'I-IE REF E COORDINA'|ES WERE OB'|.AINED BY MAP ANI)
COMPASS READINGS. ALL OTHER COORDINATES CITED WERE OBTAINED BY
cps). ALL FOUR Sl't'ES LIE WtTHtN 70Cì ME'|ERS OF EACH O'I'HEIì. 'fHE MOST
DISTANT OF THE SITES FROM ANOTHER IS THAT OF REF E, WHIC]H WAS NOT
ESTABLISHED WITH A GPS. THAT WAS THE ONLY SII'E THAT WAS POSII'IVELY
CORRELATED WITH T}.IE CASE I329 AIRCRAF"I. IT IS LIKEL,Y THAT IF THAT TEAM
I.IAD A MODERN GPS TI_IEY WOULD HAVE OBTAINED A SE,T OF COORDINATES
SIMILAR TO THE O]'HER THREE. WHICH ARE ALL WITHIN THE MARGIN OF ERROR
OF CPS READINCS. TI.IE O1'HER'|IJREE SLIRVEYS, CONDIJCTED WI]L,I- AF'I'ER'fI-{E
¡ NITIAL SU RVEY, OBTAINED NO I DEN]'IFIABLE AI RCRAI.]' WIì,EC'KACE. BECIAUSE
LOCAL RESIDENTS I.IAD SCAVENCED'I'I-IE SITE INTENSIVELY, IT IS HICI.ILY
LJNI,IKELY THAT ]-HE S¡TE SUIìVEYED DURINC ]'FIE CURREN'I'AW
INVES'|ICATION IS ASSOCIATED WI'IH ANY INCIDEN'I'OTIJEII'I-FIAN CASE I329.
D. DPAA ANALYS'|S ACìIìEE WITH TI]i] VNOSMP'I'LJAM'S RECOMMENDATION
THAT TO CONDUCI'A JOIN'I SURVEY BI] CONDUCTED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE A I'
'fHE Sf1'
(bx6)
SHOIJLD CLJIDE THE JOINT
IDENTIFIgD.
TEAM 1'O'I'HIS SI'I.E AND POINI'OU1''I'I-IE LOCA1'IONS A1' V/I.IICI.I I.IE SAW TTIE
TAII- OF T}.IE AIRCRAFTAND TIIE NEARI-Y INTACT REMAINS. (NOTE: DTJIIINC
THE AUCUSI' 1989 SURVEy ltìEt El, 't'HË S'fABtLtZEIì Ol. 1'FrE I 329 AIRCIIAI.'l'
WAS S'flLL PRESEn-T).
ADMIN
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As part of the 1995 comprehensive review of each case of an unaccounted for American ¡n Southeast Asra, the Defense

POWiMIA Accounting Agenct's analysls created an electronic database of relevant facls, This ever-changing working
lool rellects a snapsholin lime summarizing dala collected to dale, as we| as analylical opinions and recommendations.
It permits analysts 10 review perlinenl case informalion quickly, update edch record as new inlormalion is collected, and
develop invesligative leads. Following is a narral¡ve of the information conlained in lhB elêclronic database on this loss.
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Case lnformatlon:

Name; FRANCISCO, SAN DEWAYNE Lat:
Refno: 329
BIO: 01
Long:
1

USAF Rank: 02
Status: XX
lncidenl Date: 1968/11/25
Vehicle Type: F4D
Service:

REDACT

i
172OS9N

Unit:

555 TFS 432 TRW

1061 150E

MGRS: 48QX82720018500

OtlscopeCase:
PriorityCase:
Fate Determlned:

Counlry:

VN
PTOV¡NCE: OUANG BINH
Y District: BO TBACH
Y Township: THUONG TRACH

N

Case SuJlrlrarv
rcraft commander, and First Lieutenanl (1slll) San
Francisco, pilot/navigator, of 555th T actical F rg
Squadron. 432rd Tactical Fleconnaissance Wing, Udorn
RoyalThai Air Force Base, were the crew of an F-4 D Phantom (serial# 66-7523; call sign Grommet 02)
escorting an RF-4C (callsign Grommet 01)on a photo reconnaissance mission, when downed in a heavily
fortified area of the Ban Karai Pass, near the Lao border. At approximately 1245 hours, as Grommet 01
started its missìon in the target area, it heard Grommet 02 report that "we've taken a hit." Grommet 01
immediately aborted its mission, but did not see Grommet 02 crash. A steady beeper was heard,
whereupon search and rescue forces (Snn¡ were scrambled, and wreckage was located on the side of a hill
at grid coordinates 4BQ XE 27O 185. When the SAR forces arrived, voice contaçt was established with both
crewmen and a pick-up was altempted at 48Q XE 272 186, but the rescue choppers were driven off by
small arms fire. Due to adverse weather condilions, the SAR etfort was suspended for the first day. The
nexl morn
air conlroller FAC) was on station, bul fog in the area hindered its search eflorts,
As the fog
ocation was confirmed again, however, continuing âdverse weather
had precluded SAR rces
m
ng nearby, delaying their response time. When the SAR forces did
arrive, rad¡o contacl was lost and could nol be re-established. The parachute that had been visible the day
before had disappeared. Allefforts to re-establish contact with thecrewfailed, SAR forces believed lstLt
Francisco landed very close to enemy personnel and was detainêd shortly after the initial and inconclusive
attempt to contact him. On 26 November, Radio Hanoi and lhe Nfran Dan newspaper both announced the
shoot down and said the two pilols had been captured
On 25 November 1968,

alive.

Subs

;

incident, and while carried in the status of missing-in-action, the U.S. Air Force promoted
the rank of Colonel and San Francisco to the rank of Major.

US Government Information
SPECIAL REPORTING: Reported that one pilot had been "picked up in Ouang Binh this date." Discussed
whether to transport him and another pilot captured the same day to Hanoi, raising the possibility of using
an aircraft to move the pilot. ((Note: the reference to the Quang Binh pilot relates to Case 1327 (Ruhling),
1
who was transported by air.))
Refno

I
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WARTIME MEDIA: On 26 November 1968. lhe People's Army Newspaper (Nhan Dan) carried an articte
congralulaling the people of Quang Binh lor shooting down an F-4 on 25 November 1968. The article said
the pilot(s) was/were caPtured alive. Hanoi broadcait also noted the downing, stating the pilot(s) was/were
captured alive. [Analyst nole: the articfe addressed the shoot-down of the casl l32Bãircrafl asweil, and the
"capture of both crews", hence, the total number of captured crewrnen is unclearl

APRIL 2005' NATIONAL GEOSPATIAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (NcAl RESEARCH: No usabte preincident imagery was discovered. Post-incident aircraft imagery from lg December 196g proved þesifor
analysis. The imagery revealed the possible crash site tor Casb 132g in the vicinily of XE 2705 1g42. The
primary impacl sile and probable debris field appeared cone or triangular-shaped. The debris field fannedout from the likely impact sile in a west-southwesterly direction, suþgesting this was the direction the plane
was flying when impacl occurred. There were no indications ol airðrafl wrãckage or debris. A possibie
extension ol the debris field, or possibly a second impact site, is located approximately 140 meiers further
west-southwest,
The area (XE ?787315511) near Kilomeler Marker 5f (52) on Route 20 (wartime Route 137) was
analyzed for signs of a burial site. Full analysis was inhibited by the tack of pre-incident imagery, lmagery
revealed numerous craters in lhe area; joint teams discovered iwo large craters believed to havê beencaused by rocket strikes from SAR forces,
A hand -dra wn m a p d epicting the b una localion of lwo Ame n can aviat ors (firs U rned
over to U S. otfic ials tn 1 995 res U rfaced n a lelter sent 10 the U s.. Embassy Han oi on 2 A ugus 201
rsona ly drew lwo d ragfams re lated t0 two U S. pil o tS AS he phologr ap hed the 3 000th
a
own and its pi lols Pholographs ot 30 America n p ilots were turned over to the Vietna m News
Age ncy T he diagra m of the gra ves o1 two American soldiers who flew a n RF -4c (sic shot down o n 2 5
Nove m ber 968 at KM 54 along Route 2Q rn Bo Tr ch Drsln ct, Qu a ng B¡ n h Provin ce wer e descriþed
Lreutenant's grave is about 15 to 20 meters otf the right hand side ol Route 20 at kilometer marker 54
ve is aboul20 to 25 melers from the crash site. Area still has a lot of unex ploded cluster
m
IS in the jungle and uninhabited. (REF; MSG OTG 1O1QTZ AUG 10)

o.E

20 January 2014 - E-mail Gontact: The Joint POW/¡áIA Accounting Command (JpAC) detachment in
Hanoiwas conlacted by a U.S, citizen who was contacted by a Vietnamese national and forwarded a
recounting of lhe wartime þurial of a U.S. avialor. The reporled firsl-hand wiiness detailed his accounl in an
email lorwarded lo lhe delachment. The contenl of the email was'as follows: "The incident occurred in
August 1968, during the Vietnam War, in the cruciat area of the Ca Ron g ford [N am Ça Rong, vicinity 48Q
XE ?7123 17132 (WGS-84 datum)l on "resolved to Win" Route 20 Quang Binh P rovince, Vietnam. U.S.
planes were bombing this area when one of them was shot down A U,S. pilol
uted and was
captured by Vietnam's armed forces (combat engineers and ground troops).
removed
some communications equipment from the pitot. Later, many u.s. aircraft at
to restue the pilot, but
because lhey could not conlact him , they re turned and rosumed bombing,
ng th¡s area and
killing many people, including the U .S, pilot. When all the U,S. aircraft had
m
began evacuating the wounded and burying the dead. The U.S. pitot was b uried direclly
on a mountain 45 kilometers west of Pho ng Nha [vicinily 48Q XE 37s34 46066 (WGS-84 d âlurn
n
ang
Binh Province, (Flef: Additional lnform ation Re orl from JPAC. 2206482Jan 14; Det-2 lnfo Ema il, 14 Feb
?O141[Analyst nole: see follow-up with
under JFAs 14-2VM & 14-4VM belowl

I

Joint lnvestlgationç
R€lno

f
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identified. Photos have been identified of the wreôkage, one of the crewmen, and related lD media for the
other crewman. Multiple eyewitnesses and informants have reported on locations of burial sites for both
crewmen. One site is being recommended for excavatlon, while a second site awaits the cotrobolative
testimony of another alleged eyewitness before it too is recommended for excavation.

August 1989, 7th Joint Field Aotlvity (JFA): Team found the crash site at XE 272185, just 200 meters
west [analyst note: should read "east" vice "west"] of the coordinates listed in U.S. records. lD numbers on
wreckage allowed teâm to confirm the crash site. There were no witnesses because local people had been
evacuated during the war, and only North Vietnamese Army (PAVN)
lo
since gone, were present.
Vietnamese Otfice for Seeking Missing Persons (VNOSMP) member
someone in Bo Trach
had told him in 1988 that remains for one or two Americans were
55 marker, Route 20
(war-time Route 137), but team could not confirm this. (Ref: DRI of Case 1
; 2309462 Aug 89)

ry

January 1991, 13th Joint Field Actlvlty: Team was told VNOSMP had found information on this case
indicating that an F-4C was shot down by unit stationed near "Cau Lang". The crew was a Major and a First
Lieutenant with no information on the fate of either crew member. "Cau Lang" could be a Vietnamization of
Ko Roong, which is a ford at the 52 KM marker and describes the general area. lnvestigated KM 54 marker
(XE 279 156) of Floute 20, looking for alleged burial site; found nothing. (Ref: AIR of Case 1329,2703542
Feb 91)

February 1991, l3th Joint Field Activity: The Joint Casualty Resolution Center (JCRC) liaison offíce in
Bangkok provided further oþservalions on case 1329 and the source of information in the previous January
1991
There was conflicting reporting on whether the suspect burial was at KM 54 or KM 55
markers.
the VNOSMP team provided hearsay that the location was most likely the KM 54
markel.
2607292 Feb 91)

Aprll-May 1992, 17th Joint Field Activity: Visited Thuong Trach Village; no wilnesses, no information,
Y(Ref; None)
January 1994, Prlorlty Case lnvestlgatlon Team (PCIT) lnvestlgalion: Vietnamese said no more
documentation was available. Said no individuals present al downing were in the province or available for
interview, lnterviews of authors of books about âctions in this generalarea produced no information on this
case. (Ref: PCIT Report Case 1329, 0818022 Apr 94)
Oral Hlstory lnterview: Former Vietnam News Agency (VNA) combat photographer
unit

(bxo)

tn

the
rs
from the unit headquarters (14th Battalion?). At the scene, troops and members of an assault youth group
told him about the lncident. Two pllots had ejected and landed two kilometers apart.
the first pilot, a First Lieutenant, was captured almost immediately and had been wounded in the
leg. He was being treated for his injury when a rocket from one of the SAR aircraft hit and killed him and a
number of others, The pilot was buried about 15 meters to west of Route 20. li6)Î6ilasked the soldiers to
exhume th€ þody so he could photograph it; only the face uncovered, and he tõõR-ã picture. The body was
no longer intact,
The second pllot was a Lieutenant Colonel (sic). The body was approxlmately two kilometers
northwest of the first body, in jungle so thick that it had to be cut away to provide enough light for
photography. Troops had found and surrounded him, but he had shot at them, and they had returned fire,
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killing him, @saw tn e Þody lying on its back and took a couple of photog raphs, He did not observe the
burial but assumed that one took place. @speculated buriatwóulO have been on the spot, since it would
have been very difficult to move lhe body, given the difficult terrain.
He next went lo the aircraft crash sile whe¡e he took photos of wreckage. The crash site was 2-3
kilometers southeast of the second body (Lieutenant Colonel). He'returned to unit headquarters and look
photos of identification media that soldiers had taken from the two bodies. He also took pictures of a large
e finished photos after turning them in and never relurned lo the Route 2Q area
he could point out the burial site and otfered to help the leam lind graves. He
the wreckage and rema
trfied additional
ble
ln
litary
ion 4;
cells
Region 4
mem
roup 55
ce
former member of
n
cefl (interviewed I APR 95)
rmef
rof
Quang Binh Vinh Linh cell. (Ref: OHP Report, ZT01ZZZ Jun g5)

Iq¡ft-

October-November 1 995, Leüers from photogtaphe
in two letters,@provided
details of the buríal locatrons, He explain ed thal his m
pr
s prevented him from accompanying
the team to the sile at present. He repeated that the lieutenant was buried 1S-20 meters west of Kilometer
Marker 54. He said the lieutenanl colonel (sic) died and was buried 2Q-25 meters from lhe aircraft on the
left hand side; the crash was two kilometers lrom the Route 20 Kilometer 54 marker to the right from Xuan
Son. He provided a sketch olthe graves, His second letter placed
rave on right side of the
.FA Report VN95aircrafl. (A nal
conflict with hls orrgtnal oral hi
't10gz2z Jan g6; 1709022 Oct g6;
043 (Letter):

qlg¡{ryllrl

January1996,Lette¡¡¡9¡¡|6ÏõJT}|6iõilsa¡ohewadgraduallyrecoveringandaskedlora
status updale of this investigãiìõl-Flõ-õãTtFñ-e-woÏffrËtitt like to help. He also said theie was a marker
slone at lhe crash site and with patience, il could be Jound. Finally, he said that members of the 7th Youth
Assault Group were the ones who buried the crew members in this incident. (Ref: 1 109222 Jan 96)

January 1997, Oral History lnterv¡ew:
youth members who knew ol U.$. þuriat

might have information on wartime volunteer
None

May 1997,46th Jolnt Fleld Actlvity:
team leader reporled that
ealth
was very poor, and he could not accompany
team lo uang Binh. lf he recovered, the
would be
notified. The VNSOMP provided a writlen report to lhis etfect. (Rel: DRI on SRT Case 1329,28Aß22 Jul
97)

igations Team (FlT): The VNOSMP reported
but h e had indicated he did not directly observe any

May 1997, 46th Joint Fleld Activlty
that the Vietnamese had interviewed
crash siles. (REF: MSG DRI of SRT I
May 1 997,
youth asso
not ke
(Þxn)
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the Quang Binh Province
a

me

tn

e volunteer youl h. He said they did

suggested the following w¡tnesses:
a regular unit.
lage,
District;
Van Hoa Village, Tuyen Quang District;
rc an9 Trach Village. Bo Trach District;
Ly Ward, Dong HoiTown;
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llage, Quang Trach District;
Minh Hoa Village, Minh Hoa District;
hia Ninh Village, Dong HoiTown.

(bxn)
IDXO)

(Ref
(bx6)
May 1997, Oral History lntervlewl
was a lormer polilical officer of the 7th Volunteer Youth
Company. He described the organization of the volunteer youth and said that 19 companies comprised the
Route 20 "construction site." Before Novernber 19ô5, what became Route 20 was called the Roule 16 site,
encompassing Kim Thuy, Ngan Thuy, and Phu Thuy villages. [Analyst note: wartime topographical maps
identified this road at Route 137, which became Route 912 upon crossing into Laosl. ln November 1f)65, he
and the 7th Company began work on the Route 20 site and stayed there until July 1967. They worked
.17
between Km
and 54. The area was virtually unpopulated due to its remoteness and U.S. bombing. He
described three downings during his tenure, two of which preceded the Case 1329 incident and one that
occurr€d in 1972.
(bx6)
He named the following individuals as possible witnesses
who
Ouang Binh Youth Association during July 1967 to September
(bx6)
who assumed command of the 7th
Company
a current
ent
former commander of
and
the 4lh Quang Binh 12.7mm AAA company. (Ref: 1909122Dec97)
1

December 1997, 48th Joint Field Activity: Team interviewed four witrresses who had no informalion on
this case
(Border Defense Group Deputy Commander at KM 54) knew about five crash sites,
one incident, a 1972 crash at Kilometer 16. Later he visited crash sites al Km 43
(Cas
Km 46 (1 died; I ejected, Case ?): a reconnaissence prop plane near Km 52 (rro information
on
and one jet crasñ at Km 61 (Heard one Lieutenant Colonel ejecled and lorces
(bx6)
sea
did not know whal happened to him, Case 1698?).
12.7mm Battery Commander, 7th Youth) knew of three incidents: 1) A lighter
aircraft was shot down in March 1966 near Km,'14 marker, 2) Late afternoon in late 1968, shot an aircraft
that he heard crashed near Km 68 in Laos, 3) At about 1700 hours on ân unspecified day in 1966, a 37mm
AAA gun f rom Binh Tram 14 (8T14) shot down what Nghia thought was an A1
er) aircraft. lt
crashed in a mountainous jungle areâ near the Ca Roong Stream and Km 54. (bx6) had no information on
thê fate o{ a of the crews.
(7th Youth Company Commander) stated that at approximately 1100-1200 hou¡s, in
October-November 9ô8, his unit shot down an F-105 near Km 54. Also, during the dry season of 1969
[which standardly runs from November to April], an unknown unit shot down an A-6 flying low, and it
crashed near Km 68, on the border, in the general area of Nui Dai Ngang, Lots ol SAR activity ensued, and
(bx6)

but he

he
(bXô)

rescued.

:

( 12.7mm

Battery commandeQ described the capture of one American in 1966
(Case 0240), He described five incidents that probably involved rescued avialors and one downing of a C.130
(Case 1807), (Fef: DRI Special Remains Case 1329,0607122 Jan 98)

May 1998,50th Joint Field Activity: While investigating another case (1816), team interviewed three
youth;
forme
rved in the Routel2ll1 area, not Route 20, with Team 732, (a.k.a, C2, D73).
also served in the Route 12115 area, as cornrnander of Team 75. He asserted that
had served with Team 73 and only worked a short stretch of road, and would not know
:

operated on Floute 124 uo until Februarv 1967, at which time he moved to Ba
Reino
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Trai area, south of Gianh Ferry. From 1 968-72, he served in Q uang Tri. (Ref: DRI of Case 1816,240702Z:
Jun 98)

September 2000, 62nd Joint Field Activity: Joint team returned,to survey the crash sile and search for
marked possible
the two graves, A
unexploded ordnance
observed a burning
aircraft crash into the hills near where he was slationed, He did not visit the site until about one month later,
and he had been there numerous lirnes since. He never saw any remains.
The team searched the surface of the crash site area, finding small pieces of unidentifiable
wreckage. The area of old Roule 20, which was used during wartime, was also searched. Local
Vietnamese officials pointed out where lhey believed Kilometer Marker 54 had been located; it was now
Kilometer Marker 51. Team found no signs of a burial, but did locate lwo large craters (vicinity of XE 2780
1555). The team thought these might have been the rocket strikes that reportedly killed one crewman. No
signs of a burial site could be lound nearby. The leam recommended searching again, spending one whole
day near lhe road and a second noar the crash sile. (Bef: DRI of Case 1329, 2620162 Oct 00)

rcÐ

January 2002, 68th Jolnt Field Actlvity: VNOSMP reported that
in extremely poor health
and would be unable to attend an interview or lead a team to the
e. Team could not fly to the site
itself due to inclement weather, (Ref ; DRI Case 1329, 20081 22Feb 02)
May 2003, 73rd Jolnt Fleld Actlvlty:
n reported information on this câse and how
he came to photograph the two aviators, He could not recall the names of the guides that took him to the
areas where he took lhe photos. One pilot was buried in proximity of the crash srte in the direction of
Route 20 (NFl), Mr. Ngoi guided the team to the alleged bu
a First Lieutenant using terrain
association, but he was only able to identify a general area.
ould only walk with great difficulty,
had to be carried most of the time, and required frequent breaks.
The joint team thoroughly searched the area he pointed out, paying special attention to craters. A
local official said that several recently dug holes in the area were r,nade by a man who was killed by
unexploded ordnance. The area searched included the area around the Kilometer 54 marker, which was at
XE 27873 1551 1. The VNOSMP reported that there were no persons living in the area at the time Team
surveyed the crash site at XE 27364 18189 (XE 27850 17550 on the map), finding a piece of unexploded
ordnance, and also searched several craters along the road. The team assessed there was a high
probability of more unexploded ordnance in the area. (Ref: DRt Case 1329, 0209022 Jun 03)

Oetober 2005, 83rd Jolnt Field Actlvity: While investigating another case, the Research and
lnvestigation Team (HlT) oblained additional informalion that
eorrelate to Case 0761 (resolved), Case
(bx6)
(unresolved),
(unresolved)
1329
former com mun ications specialist with
or Case
1105
econdhand irrformation on the crash of a
Volunteer Youth Team 25 from July 19651o ear v
U.S. aircr
headquarters of Volunteer Youth Team 25 during the 1967-1968
(bx6)
heard a report from members of the 4581h Company thal an aircralt had
timeframe
crashed â t kílometer marker
of Route 20, near Ca Roong Hamlet, Thu ong Trach Viflage, Bo Trach
Dist¡Íct, Q uang Binh Province. The aircraft was described as an AD-6 (A- 1)a nd the remains of an aviator
visited the site and did not know about any associated grave; however,
were in the
(bx6)
hei
Company memþer, as a person who had vi s¡ted the crash
ô
resides in NgaiTri Hamlet, Liem Tuyen Village, Thanh
r€m
site and
(Analysl
Ha
Nam
Vietnam.
Note: Both lhe .Case 1 105 and Case 1329 loss incidenls
Province,
Liem District,
involved F-4 aircrafl. The aircraft involved ín the Case 0761 incide ht was a T-28, an aircraft very similar in
appearance to an A-1 aircraft). (Rel: RIT AIFì for BSrd JFA, 1221542 Dec 05)
Rolno
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(bx6)

August 2010, Jolnt Fleld Activity 10-4VM {100th JFA): An investigati on team inte

Hung, a 458th Company veteran, who provided inlormatio n concerning the November 1967 crash ol an
Bình
aircraft and his subsequent observation of the body of an American pilot near Route 20, in Q UA
Province. The hope was that his information might correlate with case 1329. lt clearly did
at
served in the C o Roong Ford area (48Q XE 279 171) unlil March 1968, He was not present
(Bef:
lhe time of the case 1329 loss incident, his informatio-n possibly correlates with another
DRI Case 1329, 1323392 Oct 2010)

ffi

T
May 2013, Jolnt Field Activity 13-3VM (11tth JFA): The
(bx6)
(bx6)
interviewed lwo veterans oT the 280th Air Defense Begiment,
ls provided information that correlates to Case 1329
(bx6)
who commanded the 105th AAA BAttal¡on witnessed an,F -4 shot down on 25 Novemþer 1968
and saw both pilols eject. One parachute la nded nea I
1
ny's 37mm AAA battory, Personnel
from this battery lelt lheir posit¡on to caplure the
in a vehicle approaching the position
(bXô)
when a bomb strike killed the captured pilot, a
was wounded. The pilot, a 1st Lieutenant, was
buried several hours later at the location where he died, near the eastern edge of Route 20. Three days
after the incident, a PAVN photographer
remains be exhumed so he could take pictures, The
bodv was then reburied in i ts original location i (bX6)
nows the burial site and is willing to point it out to a
I u tu re jo in t tea m. l-(Ð(Ð-l sent three soldiers ftom the Battalion HQ to capture the second pilot, reporledly
a Lieutenant
This pilot was killed the next morning when he resisted capture and his body
was nol buried.
has never bêen to the crash s¡te or the location where the second pilot was killed,
although he was g
a map taken from the slain pilot, which he lurned over to the joint team. Ihe map is
a 1:250,000 scale U.S. DoD Escape & Evasion Ghart (EVC) inscribed "souvenir'at 1400 on 26 Novembe¡
1968 (Mau Than) at kilometer 54, Ka Rong, Route 20, shot down one F-4H and captured two bandit pilots
This is the map of the Lieutenant Colonel staff otlicer (sic) who was shot and killed on the spot by the
capturing group (600 meters west of lhe road as the bird flies). C1-D105-E280 (signature illegible) fNote;
C1--D105-8280 translates as 1st Company, 105th Battalion, 280th Regimentl
- f-loiälwas a communications soldier ãttached to the 2g91¡ AAA ñàg¡r;nt"l HO and observed the
shoot down ol the aircratt by the Regimental observatron stât¡on. he saw both parachutes and eslimaled
that one landed near kilometer marker 51 on Route 20 and the second landed near kilometer 54.5 (sic), on
lRoute 20. He heard (primarily tro"ll6ftl_lthat the first parachute was that of a Lieutenant Colonel (sic)
, who was killed resisting capture and the second was â First Lieutenant who died in a bomb strike and was
'buried where he fell.l þX6) Iknows the second bu¡ial site (of the First Lieutsnanl), located 20-30 meters
east of Boute 20 and was willing to poinl it out to a ioint team, He does not know the location where the
Lieutenant Colonel was killed, and he never wÇnl to the crash síte. {Rel: DRI of Case 1329 conducted
during Joint Field Activity 13-3VM (111th JFA), 2503502 Jun 13)

August 2013, Joint Fleld Activity 13-4VM (1rãh JFA): The Research and lnvestigation Team (RlT)
rans of the 103rd Battalion, 280th Ai¡ Defense Begiment concerning Case 1329.
a former gunner in the 9th Company, 103rd Batlalion, described his discovery of an
.f969. The remains
in Septembe¡
were in close proximity to an F-4 crash site,
approximately 300-400 meters northwest of Roule 20, near the Co Roong ford in Ouang Binh Province, He

reEI

lay

related his first-hand observation of the shoot down ol an F-4 aircraft in November
neâr
clearly
eter m
54 on Roule 20 in Quang Binh Province. He observed one
td
and a second parachute that opened at a lower altitude and may not have fully deployed
thâÌ the body of one crewman was buried near Route 20. He heard that the second crewman was shot and
killedwhileresistinocaÞtureandmavnothâvebeenburied. (Ref: DRI ofCasel329conducteddurinol3(bx6)
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4VM (112th JFA), 2108002

Od

13)

Actlvity 14-2VM (114th JFA): The Research and lnvestigation Têam (RlT) met
nd former sguad leader ol lhe sth Squad, Sth Platoon, 5th Volunteer Youth
the commaáO ot tfre 2nd Engrneer Battalion, Binh Tram 14 (Troop Station 14).lib-)16-il
(bx6)
related that on a day in probably August of 1968, his squad was located a few hundred rneters west
o
te 20, in the vicinity of the Ca Roong ford (48O XE 279 171 (lndia Thai datum)) when they heard
gunfire to the south and witnessed a stricken aircraft heading in their direction, They saw one pilot ejecl
and ran to the area to capture him They lound him on a ridge (XE 270 173) with his helmet off , parachute
stillclippecl on, ancl talking on a hand-held radio. They captured him, took his g ear and were intending to
turn him over to a formal military unit when they were forced to take cover as U S. aircraft began bombing
the area. When lhe bombing ceased after a few minutes, they emerged from cover to drscover the pilot
had been killed by lhe bombing. Thye buried him in a fresh bomb craler 6-7 m
hey
(bx6)
supposedly did not report the capture of death ol lhe pilot to higher headquarters
said they
visited the actual aircraft crash site two or lhree days later (indicated as n€ar the
corner of grid
square XE 27 20), and although they saw no
a "terrible stench'' of decomposition
, they
(bx6)
suggesting thal anolher body was
ividuals from his youth group who
were wilh him during the ¡ncident;
ibx6)
(Refr DRI ol Case 13?9,07Q7232
and
May 14)
(bx6)

un

201

Joint Field Activity l4-3VM (11Sth JFA); An invostigation team re.interviewed

(bx6)

(bx6)

(bx6)
age 81 , lormer Commander ol the 105th AAA
Italion, Group 559. and
former
age 65,
communications soldier of 4
m
iment. Three
er
potential wilnesses
were unavailable for
interview. Both PA
veterans provided accounts consistent with their interviews during JFA 13-3VM: new
insighls from (bx6) being that he recalled the time of incident as 1400 hours, that he saw red and green
parachutes leave the siricken aircraft, and that the lieutenant had his righl leg broken when captured, He
g very young, large build, with yellow hair, lighl skin, and wearing a leal-colored
recalled
flight
ubordinates surrendered this pilot's lD media, papers, and radio he had been carrying,
which (bx6)
su
uently sent back to 260th Regimenlal headquarters. This pilot was buried in hls
UN
an
deep grave, al the only flat area east of Route 20, with a dirt mound
,ina
(bx6)
resulling over the grave
taled that the exhumation conducted in order for a photographer to take
piclures of the body, occu
VE days later, rather than the lhree days that he citec! during JFA l3-3VM,
and he asserted that ths body was reburied tn the same grave. The only new insights he offered into the
disposition of the Lieutenant Colonel (sic) who was killed
he recalled him as being of large build,
(bx6)
white skin and wearing a leaf.colored flight suit, and that
bordinates did not attempt to bury or
cover that crewman after killing him.
(bx6)
New insights provided
were that the aircraft had been shot down by AAA fire , and burst into
flames, He recalled hearsay accounts of the captured l¡eutenant
ken legs I-l6ii6j-lfu rther
specified that the bomb that killed the American lieutenant and inj u red (bx6)
a cluster bomb

The team conducled a pedestrian/subsurlace search of a 40 by 20 meter area of the alleged burial site
(4BO XE 27A79 17A75, sitc # VM03267) using metal detectors, but was unable to find any evidence of
remains, personal effects, or a burial. Shrubs and elephant grass cover the area, but it had at one time
been cultivated lor corn, and in 2012, lhe adjacent Provincial Highway 20 (wartime Route 137) had been
widened and paved. (Rel: DRI of Case 1329 Conducted During JFA 14-3VM , 0221192 Sep 14)
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former 37mm AAA gunner of 9th Company, 103rd AAA Baltalion, 2801h Air Defense
Regiment, provided hearsay information about an F-¿ shoot down which correlated to resolved Case 1253
-4 crash site near the Ca Roong River (Thuong Trach
He provided additional informalion on
(bx6)
district, Quang Binh province). None of
nformation correlated to Case 1329
(bx6)

led that on an unknown date during the 1968 dry season [standardly runs from
while
stationed at the A Ky ford, he heard a AAA battery open fire and witnessed an F-4
,
tratling fire and smoke, heading in his directloni from the north. He witnessed one parachute emerge from
the aircraft and with his squad, ran to the area to capture the pitol. They found the pilot s¡tt¡ng and talking
on his hand-held radio. He was described as Caucasian, dark hair, neatly trimmed sideburns, with his left
thigh soaked in blood, and his name tag enOedlwitrf,ffii The pllot reportedly surrendered, once
lhreatened with weapons. They began to take the pilot down the ridge to their position when olher aircraft
began to bomb the area, They pushed the pilo.t down and took cover, After the bombing, they emerged
from cover to find that the pilot had been killed,: suffered a large wound to lhê chest. They then dragged
the pilot's body 20 melers upslope and buried him with his equipment in a bomb crater less than one meter
deep. He was placed head up slope (west) in the grave and a smalldirt mound piled over him, yet the
grâve was not marked. Th
did not lormally report the death and burial. App
(bx6)
later, on palrol near the area
his squad encountered a lerrible slench in the area
cannot remember the names
any
members o{ his squad. He later heard that someone from the
Ouang Binh provincial mífitia headq
a body for photographs but did not know if it was the
þXôT
identified a 20 by 20 meler arêa encompassing a dirt
body he had buried a few weeks pri ol
mound which he said was similar to the one
re he had buried the pilot (48O XE 27630 16411). (Rel:
DFI of Case 1329,?820412 Oct 14)

reil

March 2015, Joint Field Activlty 15-2VM (118th JFA): The Research and lnvestigation Team (RlT)
the Sth Company, 2nd Engineer Battalion, Binh Tram 14
(bx6)
a direct witness to the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft and a part¡cipant in the
subsequent
U
of
one of the two crewmembers of this aircraft. The American was a field
capture and
grade officer who was accidental ly kill ed by a U.S. airstrike,E@r,"lped bu ry the Ameri
near kilometer markers 52-53 on Rou te 20.1 (b)(6t lidentified a photograph of the remains of
ile
as the individual he helped bury. - On 25 November 1968, at approximately 1200-1300 hours
(bx6)
stationed in the Ca Roong area (vicinity aBQ XE 271 171) of western Quang Binh Province
g
a
witnessed the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft. The burning aircraft crashed near the
paf achuted from
and two
the two crewmembers, a Lieulenanl Colonel,
(bx6)
(bx6)
position. He
landed nea
who was a member of a volunteer youth unit,
quickly went
re the American.
m, they saw he was severely injured, with both
thighs broken jusl below the groin. The pilot was caucasian, weighed approximately 90 kilograms, and was
tall, He surrendered immediately and said in Vietnamese that he should be taken to Hanoi
took the pilot's pistol and radio so he could not signal search and rescue forces, By this time,
group
severa members of the anti-aírcraft unat that shot down the aircraft arrived at the p_dgtg_joqation.
'll'i6i-l¿id notThe
know
confiscated items including survival gear from the pilot's seat kit and a parachute.
what
these ilems. ln anlicipalion thãt SAR forces would attempl to rescue the two downed
(bx6)
p
unit arranged itsell in hastily dug lortifications encircling the downed pílot in order to
ambush U.S. aircraft when they arrived. Approximately two hours later, a helicopter flew into the area and
hovered over the pilol, The pilot and the helicopter
visual contaet with each other and the
whÍch then
lowered a line to the ilot. Someone f
ned fire on the he
unit
hel
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(bx6)
flew away.
thereafler
unit remained in concealment anticipating U.S. aircraft to return. Sh
(bx6)
AD-G [A-1 Skyraider] aircraft strafed the area with rockets. After the rocket attack
nd members of
a latal wound
his unit came out of hiding and discovered the pilot had been killed by the rocket atlack,
rnafist
to the back of his head. BT-14 authorities ordered the burial of the pilot,
photographed the body (still in his flight suit) prior to the burial. Members
combat engineer unit
along with some ol the AAuA unit members buried the pilot rn a rneter-deep hole, some three meters f¡om
where the pilot was killed. The pilot was buried clad only in a white t-shirt and boxer shorts. Approximately
10 days laler, the body was briefly exhumed for another photograph and then reburied. The grave was
localed on the side of a hill,
Roong, approximately 100 meters above Route 20, between
(bx6)
kilometer markers 52 and 53.
believes he could still find the grave and is willing to assist a Joint
Team in
r. The unit involved
only hearsay information concerning the other
(bx6)
with this pilot was the 1st Combat Engineer Battalion, (as opposed to
Znd Battal¡on), The ïwo
battalion were only 20-30 meters apart, bul separaled Þy a small
unit heard over the radio from
the 1st Battalion that the other pilot was a Second Lieutenant wholanded north of Ca Roong, near kilomeler
marker 49 of Floute 20, His
ute had become entangled in q tree and he was already dead when the
1st BaRalion members found him
had no further details concerning this pilot or his burial
(bx6)
provided credible hearsay information about the American field grade officer killed
near omeler markers 52-53 on Route 20. Though he did not view the body or partic¡pate in
and buri
the burial, he was stationed in the area for srx
and knew lhe grave localion. He c onfirmed this
incident as lhe same one described by
although he described the downed arrcraft as an F-'105. He
heard thal one of the pilots, a Second Lreutenant, landed near kilometer marker 49 of Roule 20, The other
pil olwas a Lieulenant Colonel who fanded on a hill between km markers 52 and 53 of Route 20, The 5th
re this pilot, but becausel@lwas the platoon leader, he stayed in
Company
place and d
to capture the American The pilot was wounded in the legs and
20. A week or so
subsequently killed by U
airstrikes. The pilot was later buried 100 meters
later, the dead pilot was exhumed for photographs and then reburied
did not participate
in the burial or reburial, he knew the grave's locaìron, having seen it many times while stationed in the area.
He is
in relocating lhe grave
(bx6)
witness to the shoot down of an F-4 aircrafl
(bx6)
on
information corroborated
a
ncerning lhe Lieutenant Colo
o
hillside, subsequently killed by
airstrikes. Hw was a participant in the exhumation and reburíal of one
of the U, S. field grade pilot. He believes he can slill find the grave and is willing to assist a joint team in a
search
(bx6)
was a direct witness to the shoot down of an F-4 aircraft and a participant in the
capture o one
crewmem bers of this aircraft. She did not participate in the burial and did not
'
td
in find ing the grave
believe she
he
and
viewed
one
witness
F-4
aircraft
was a direct
to the shoot down of an
of the two crewmembers of this aircraft. He did not participate in the burial and did not
as the
assist in tinding the grave location. He did, however, positively identify a photograph
U.S, crewmember he saw.
(Ref: DRI of Case 1329 Conducted During Joinl Field Activity 15-2VM, 1007412 Apr 15)
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JFA): A joint team re-intervrewed
All three witnesses reit€rated their testimonies from JFA 15and then accompanied the Joint Team to the incident location. l--i6iõi-lwas able to identify a 24 by 14
meter area as the probable burial site (480 XE 267 164). A survey of the area revealed no discernable
evidence of a burial. (Hef: DRI of Case 1329 Conducted During Joint Field Activity 1 5-3VM, 0717552 Oct
a

15)
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May - June 2016, JFA l6.3VM: Summary of Excavation: From 30 May through 'lg June 2016, during
JFA 16-3VM (123rd JFA), Recovery Team Two (RT2) excavâted REFNO 1329 (Site VM 03299, MGRS
(WGS-8a; 48O XE 276831641 1), in the vicinit¡) of THUOUNG TRACH Village, BO TRACH District, OUANG
BINH Province, S.B,V. At Site VM-03299, one'primary w¡tness reconfirmed one of the alteged burial
locations provided by multiple witnesses. RT2
excavated approximately 128 square meters at approximate depths ranging from 80-140 cm and recovered,
photographed, but did not retain, numerous pieces of bomb fragments and possible aircraft wreckage. RT2
also visited and surveyed Site VM-03267 (48O XE 27683
17072: WGS-84 Datum), another witness indicated a second alleged burial location associated with a
possible crewmember of REFNO 1329.

On 19 June 2016, the Recovery Leader suspended operations at Sile VM-03299 and recommended further
excavation to exhaust this location. Future tearh rnust negotiate and get approved for the implementation of
machine excavation and increase the wet screening capacity and associated displacemenl of sediment
which were limited during this JFA. This will significantly improve the progress at both locations. The
detailed DPAA Laboratory Search and Recovery report number is CIL 2016-127-R. Current sile status:
Site VM-03299, open-g eneral. Site VM-032671i pending excavation-general,
Material Evidence: No lD media or personal eflects recovered. RT4 photographed but did not retain the
following items: miscellaneous, nondiagnostíc ãircratt wreckage.
i

Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) technician cornrnents: no
ordnance recovered at Site VM-03299. [MSG DTG: 0619532 JUL 16, SUB: Excavation Summary Report of
REFNO 1329 (Site VM-03299) Conducted During Joint Field Activity 16-3VM (123rd JFA)I

November 2016, DFI from JFA 17-1VM (125t-h JFA): Summary of investigation: On 18 November 2016
during JFA 17-1VM (125th JFA), the Research'and lnvestigation Team Bravo (RIT-B) investigated Case
1329 in Thuong Trach Village, Bo Trach District, Quang Binh Province. Neither the homeowner nor the
first-hand witnesses were available at the time of the investigation; however, the VNOSMP permitted the
RIT-B to survey the alleged burial location
w¡thout the homeowner permission. RIT-B surveyed a 15 x-lS-meter area, which revealed no evidence of
rernains, identification (lD) media, or U.S. wartime activity. RIT-B found that the overall site has been
compromised due to construction of a dwelling by the landowner. According to the Provincial VNOSMP, the
location of the alleged burialwithin the site has nol been disturbed; however, it is in eminent threat of future
house construction and development by the landowner. Possible remains/material evidence/identification
(lD) media: RIT-B did not recover or receive any material evidence, possible remains, or lD media while
investigating Case
'l

1329.

On 4 November 2016, RIT-B met with the VNOSMP contingent at the lntercontinental Hotel in Hanoi City to

discuss the investigation plan. The VNOSMP team leader informed RIT-B that the two requestsd w¡tnesses
were not avaílable for interview and the landowher was avoiding contact with the VNOSMP and RIT-B.
On 18 November 2016, Rlï-B departed the prËvíously scheduled case localion and drove five minutes
south to Case 1329 vehicle dismount point (VDP) l48O XE 27704 170971. After arriving at the site, RIT-B
to keep the
discovered that the homeowner was not home and he put a padlock on
the
team out. After discussing the matler with the VNOSMP Team Leader,
leam to conduct a survey without the homeowner's
permission. Since the first-hand witnesses were not availabfe
Bính Province Official)
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(bx6)
pointed out the alleged burial location.
one of lhe Province officials present during JFA 14
3VM (Ref B); however, hís name is not
any of the previous reporÌs for Case 1329. RIT-B
discovered thal the previous original site survey reference point established during JFA 14-3VM (4BQ XE
27679 17075) was removed by the homeowner. RIT-B selected â new site survey reference point by using
a road sign outside lhe fence (48O XE 2770817097). RIT-B lherl conducted a 15-x-1s-meter pedestrian
survey using one CHIA metal detector which reveals possible bomb fragments and smallarms casings.
The team did not locate any remains, personal effects or life supporl malerral. RIT-B verified that the slte
n atfecled
construclion of a

Sile survey resulls:
CARIS site number: VM'03267
Site survey reference point: +8Q XE 27708 17097
Map grid coordinales: 48Q XE 27691 17104.
Site descriplion and consideralions:
Site type: Alleged burial site.
Site size: 15-x-.15 meters.

\

Analysl cornments: The VNOSMP
RIT-B td survey the site (VM
not present. The landowner erected a barbed
03267) even though the landowner
He also removed the old dalum marker. According 1o
wire tence with padlocked gate surrou
s
the VNOSMP team, lhe landowner did not remove any dirt during construction cf the dwelling, bul rather
used il to extend his habitable space and level the building site oul. The VNOSMP team believed that lhe
landowner used an excavator lo move dirt from the hillside and then place íl around the site.
I
that no remains, personal etlects, or material evidence was discovered
The VNOSMP Team
of the VNOSMP, pointed oul lhe alleged burial area to the leam (22
during the constructio n
meters northwest from the datum (48Q XE 2770817097). He stated tha the
(bXô)
asa
the last visrl: however, a witness search in the DPAA dalabase could not
member of the provincial oflicial among any of lhe prev¡ous list of Province otficial names.

There is a generator under a tempofary cover nearby which could indicate more permanent construclion by
lhe landowner in lhe near future. The VNOSMP Team Leader slaled that the owner of the home is avoiding
lhe RIT B and VNOSMP team due to tear of losing home. Site VM-03267 is under lhreat due to the
landowner's efforls 1o keep lhe team out and the fact that the landowner continues to modify the site.
[MSG DTG: 2900102 APR 17, SUB: Detailed Report of lnvestigation of Case 1 329 Conducted Ouring Joint
Field Activity 17-1VM (125th JFA)I

ove r n m ent U n il atg ral I nfof matio n/l n veqllgation s
PHOTOS: Numerous photos have been received for this case, the most important depacl
intact remains. Another showed rdentification media for both men. Vietnamese inlormation
several photos showing the aircrafl wreckage from this incident.
So

utheast As a
I

G

MUSEUM: 2801h Air Defense Museum had
incident. Pistolat this museum correlaled
checklist.
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MUSEUM: The Central Army Museum in Hanoi had a museum item'receipt and data pfate said to belong t0
aircratt shot down 23 November 1968 in westein Quang Binh. Data plate is lor F -4 -- probaþly relates to
Case 1327. Air Defense Museum had signalflare receipt for which identifies it with this aircraft.
1 . The Military Region 4 shoot down record cited Case 1329 aircraft as being downed by
Battalion 73, 280th Air Defense Regiment, at Co Roong Ford, on Route 20. No indication on fale of crew.
2. Ouang Binh list of U.S, casuallies notes both men and that their bodies were buried at Kilometer
54, Route
t
3. Military Region 4'Killed and Torn Apart' rostêr says both remains oblilerated, imptying failure to
recover the remains; should not be laken as a literal description.
4, 1978 central government list of remains not recovered says both men's graves were lost.

RECORDS:

20.

RECORDS: V95C388, Vietnamese reports on the 84 Special Remains Team Cases, provided to the U.S.
on 1 3 May 1995. Report recommends determining unit and troops stationed in thís area in 1968 and finding
and interviewing retired m¡lít¡a members who have experience with Quang Binh and Bo Trach teams.
24 JUNE 1996: VNOSMP noled tnatlÏxo-i-l
.lftheycanorganizeandensuresafepassageforh-im.willtry
"PROVIDED
m
d
search for the gtaves. Said only military and youth assault leams were
stationed in this area during the war. These units moved frequontly, were replaced, or were subsequently
dispersed. Many have died, and the youth asgault groups have disbanded. (Ref: JTF-FA, 1007122 Sep 96)
REPORT

F

N

ocToBER 1996, MEET¡NG WITH VNOSMP ON UNil-ATERAL FEQUESTS: VNOSMP reporred that in
cases where they had been asked to search loi veterans from the 280th Alr Defense Regiment, including
Case 1329, that the Vietnamese and the U.S. liave attempted to locate records from this unit. VNOSMP
had returned to the unit to search for more records but found nothing. VNOSMP recommended againsl
returning to this unit but instead concentrate continued investigation in other areas

Nr The VNOSMP followed up on
JUNE 1997, REPOFT OF UNII.ATEFAL VIETNAMESE INVESTI
inlormation lrom a former military off¡cer in Quang Binh Provin
who had identifled a potential
ps that had served in the
source who might be able to identify former members of Youth
province. These units were made up of young men and women who supported the military,
c
The VNOSMP repo
(bx6)
(bx6)
talking
n
been inlerviewed unsucces
, as per
MSG DTG 1007122 SEP 96)
VIETNAM NEWS AGENCY AFCHIVES: ln 'lggg-2000, U.S, researchers re-inventoried the photos ol the
Vietnam News Agency, They found seven photos related to this case, copies of the photos described

above.

I

VIETNAMESE HISTORY: 1999 history of Rouìe 20 (Duong 20 Quyet Thang), p. 1a0 identífies youth
åssaull (thanh nien xung phong--TNXP) groups operating in the area. Co mpany 23 TNXP
(bx6)
25 TNXP Nam Ha was at Kilometer 68, See p, 160 , which
Com
of Phaaux Thuaatj 2 at Kilometer 68.

Jolnt Field Activlty 13-1Vf/l (109th JFA): Thq Vietnamese Advance Work (AW) ïeam interviewed 48
veterans of Binh T¡am 14 (Troop Station 14) who did not provide any information relating to Case 1329
Rêfno#
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The team also interviewed two veterans of the 280th Anti(bx6)
specific, detailed information that correlates to Case 1329
provided detailed i nformation on the aircraft shoot down,
the
on
Lieutenant Colone I (sic) resisted capture and was shot and killed during the capture attempt. The First
Lieutenant crewman was successfully captured, but was killed by U,S. aircraft bombing the area to suppress
the anti-aircraft fire in order to facilitate a rescue attempt. At least one of the two indivlduals indicated he
could be of assistance in locating the burialsite of the U.S, Lieutenant. (more detailed information included
in Joint lnformation sectíon 05/13, 13-3VM / 11 1th JFA) (Ref; Translation of Vietnamese Advance Work
Concerning Case 1329, dtg 3007082 Jan

13)

I

June 2013, Joint Field Actlvlty 13-3VM (11lth JFA): The Vietnamese Advance Work Team interviewed
information relating to Case 1329;
while serving as the Watch Officer of the 105th Battalion, 280th AAA Regiment,
down of an F-4 on 25 or 26 Novemþer 1968. 'He identified the 1st Company, 105th
Battalion as the unit responsíble for the shoot down, and after hear:ing that one of the crew had been
This information
captured, wâs en route to the area when he heard that the
had
was
by Wvo members of a volunteer youth unit,
a former member of the 9th Company, 103rd Battalion, 280th AAA flsgimenl, related
that while hls unit was stalioned at kilometer marker 54 on Route 20 in Thuong Trach village (Bo Trach
District, Quang Binh Province) in approx. February 1969, he and other soldiers from his unit discovered the
wreckage of an F-4 aircraft 300 meters northwest of Route 20. About 20 meters from the tail of the aircraft,
they found intact skeletal remains, with a pair of "American-style" boots. The skull contained intact leeth,
find a
three of which were gold. The did not discover any clothing or personal effects,
(bx6)
green parachute hung up atop a clump of bamboo. The remains were left unburied
did not
t occuned during
hear of anyone else ever burying them. He then related information of another incident
November-Docember 1968 near the Xuan Son Ferry (48O XE 387,479ì.in which an F-4 was shot down and
two pilots were captured and one later died. l-le directly witnessed the shoot down of the F-4, with both
pilots ejecting. He later heard that both of the pilots were captured (one reportedly being an Australian and
one an American). The American was said 1o have been shot and wounded while violently resisting
capture. Three days later, while the two prisoners were being escorted to the Regiment, the American pilot
died of his wounds and was þuriod near a lime kiln ln the vicinity of Chot hamlet, Son Trach village (sowh of
of the 105th Battalion, 280th AAA Regiment, (interviewed
Team during the 109th JFA - see the Joint lnvestigations entry) reconflrmed that he was a
particípant to the capture and burial of the 1st Lieutenant who was shot down in an F-4 on 25 November
by thê Rl

(bx6)

former member of the 47th Communications Çompany, 280th AAA Regiment, had onty
aþout the F-4 shoot down, capture, death and burial of one pilot, as

related to him
- Site Su

IÞ¡OI

not accurately determine the location where he found aircraft wreckage and

remalns
(bx6)
afler much deliþeration, was able to determine the burial location for the
approx. 250 meters from the stream ford, "next to" Rt. 20, near the position of the 1st Co.,
dscsased lst
105th Bn identifying the site as located at 48Q XE 27688 17061 .
- Note: Joint teams have identified and correlated the 1
at 48Q XÉ.277 179, approximately
300 meters northwost of the nearest section of Route 20,
(bx6)
wh
wreckage and remains appeårs to correlate with the Case 1329
(
(1Lt
Ref:
Vietnamese
backsealer
F
account appears to correlate with the Case 1329
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August 20'13, Jolnt Fleld Activity 1g-4VM (112th JFA): The Vietnamese Advance Work Team located
and interuiewed 14 veterans of the Thanh HoaVolunteer Youth Group end an additional 12 veterans of the
280th AAA Regiment, none of whom were ableito provide any informäüon on the Case 1329 loss incident.
(Ref: Vietnemese Advance Work Report Concerning Case 1329, O7O722Z Jan 14)
December 2014, Jolnt Fleld Actlvlty 15-lVtut (1t7th JFAI: The VNOSMP team interviewed three
veterans of the Volunteer Youth Group attached to the sth Company, 2nd Engineer Battalion, PAVN Binh
Tram 14
14
A
was a North Vietnamese military way station on the Ho Chi Minh Trail.)
(bx6)
associated
case
recalled
that around midday in 1968-1969, 12.7mm and 37mm A,¡dA units subordinate to 8T14, shot down an F-4.
Two pilots ejected near the Ca Roong ford along Route 20. One caucasian
a captain, landed
on a hill, one kilometer from the Ca Roong ford in the direction of Pha Long Dai.
heard that the pilot
was killed on the spot and buried by soldiers and volunteer youth personnel. He did not personally know the
pilot, The other pilot. a maJor, suffered a broken leg and landed near his unit's
burial
(bx6)
position.
unit was ordered to capture the pilol, but was unaþle tq lqSq-as he was killed by U.S,
aircraft rocket strikes. Volunteer youth and AAA sslfli6¡s buried the pifot, lTiÌõÊl¿io not participate in the

of

burial,

both veterans of the Volunteer Youth Group, provided
firsþhand information concernlng their
in the capture, death, and burial of one of the U.S. pilots,
and also provided hearsay information on another. They recalled the midday shoot down of an F-105 (sic)
by the 27mml12.7mm A/AvA unit attached to 8T14. The aircraft crashed at the Ca Roong ford and the two
pilots ejected, died, and were buried by soldiers- and volunteer youth personnel. One pilot eiected and died
while suspended in the top of a tree in the area,of Km 49, north of the ford. The pilot was a Second
Lieutenant and caucasian. Personnel of Volunteer Youth unit 115, Team 263, alon with soldiers from
knows the location of
BT14's 12,7mm AvqA unit buried the pilot,l þxqi-] did not participate in this burial
the grave, The other pilot was caucasian and a Lleutenant Colonel landed next
nit's positions.
The pi
two broken legs, but was able to use his
to contact rescue
(bx6)
(bx6)
forces.
approached the pllot, pulled down his parachute, and co
a nd other personal equipment, Seven soldiers from the light Af,{ unit assisted (bx6) and
in the capture They claimed that a U .S, rescue helicopter approached the injured pilot and
lowered a rope ladder, but because of his broken legs, the pilot was unable to climb up. The PAVN forces
fired on the helicopter and forced it to depart. The Vietnamese retreated to a combat trench some 50-100
meters away as AD-6 [A-f SkyraidersJ attacked the Vietnamese held positions,
al
(bx6)
over, the Vietnamese discovered the pilot had been killed by the rocket strikes.
participated in the burial of th e pilot's body. About 10 days later, the pilot's body was
photographs and then reburied in the same spot. (Ref: Translation of Vietnamese Advance Work Report
Concernlng Case 1329, 1107122 Mar 15)

August 2015, Translation of Vietnamese Advance Work Report, JFA f 5€VM (f 19th JFA): The
following is a translation of the Advance Work Report for Case 1329.
---Begin

ïranslation---
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RIT - 11gth JFA
Results of the Advance Work lnvestigation of Qase 1329 IOUANG BINH Province
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lnvestigation Results this JFA: During Advance Work on the 119th JFA, VNOSMp specialists
located and ínterviewed veterans of the Volunteer Youth Group (from THANH HOA) and the 2g0th
Regiment for information concerning Case 1329.
(bx6)
Wilness One,
resides in Hamlet I, OUANG VONG Vítla ge, QUANG XUONG
District, T
ce
born in 1954 an d entered s ervice in 1 971, assigned to the
25lh Volunteer Youth Unit. From March 1921 to September 19 72, he was ass igned to the 25th Volunteer
Youth of BINH TRAM 14 (8T14), and from october 1972 to octobér 1974, the 25rh Engineer Battalion,
BT14 in OUANG BINH Province

provided the following MIA-related information: n the molnin g on an unrecalled day in April '1972,
.¡ pilot was taken to BT14 by unidentified
r marker 54 on Route 20 of 8T14, a wounded C aucastañ
PAVN soldiers. At the tim ef-þxoTlwas a communicalions soldier of the 25th Engineer Bn
1
d
(bx6)
was tasked with receiving the pilot and escorting him to the 25th Bn Medical Station of BT14
along with lour other unrecall ad soldiers, carried the pilot 1o the 25th BN Medical Station. The pilot was onl v
at the medical station a short time before he died,
(bx6)

I

at

(bx6)

heard the pilot was caplured at kilometer marker 61 at the A Kl Ford; grid coordinate 48Q XE 261

127

along with a number of other soldiers, buried the pilot. The pilot was buried at kilometer marker
54. Route 20. The pitot's grave is localed al the bottom ol the slope about 300 melers from our soldier's
graves at the top of the slope
(bx6)

id not recalllhe names of the soldiers who carried the wounded pÍlot
Station, nor did he recall the names of the soldiers who parlicipated in the burial
were stationed in the area of the pilot's grave until 1975.

1.

2.

Medical
his unit

recalled the names of a few 251h Bn officers who knew oT this incident including:
r. TA XUAN MAI Battalion C ommander, from THAI BINH Proüince (deceased),
Deputy Commander, from HAI LINH Vrllage, TINH GIA District, THANH HOA

Province, and

3.1 þX6) lfrom THO XUAN District, THANI-I

HOA Province
j

(bx6)

Witness
born
iding in Hanflet 5, DIEN HOA Village,
DIEN CHAU District, NGHE AN Province
in 1968, From 1968 to 1972 he was
tered
provided the following MIA-related
assigned to the 16th Reconnaissance Company (C16), BT14
informalion;
(bx6)
At the end of 1968
witnessed the shootdown of a U.S, aircraft and the pilot was killed and buried
about 300 meters from the A LE Ford, in LAOS. The body was buried
(bx6)
did nol recall
in a bomb crater near the downed aircraft. An engineering unit buried the pilot, but
the unil designator.

Witnesses who had no MIA-related intormation:

(bx6)

VNOSMP Observations and Recommendati
veterans for information regard
Case 1329,
Refno

#

1329
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prov¡ded
intervi

---End

and we have already [previouslyJ interviewed
a future JFA.

Translation-.-

(bx6)

The joint team will

i
!,

DPAA-W Analyst Comments: Agree with VNOSMP recommendations.
[MSG DTG: 2105052 APR 16, SUB: Translation of Vietnamese Advance Work Report Concerning Case
1329 and Laos Case 1698 Conducted During Joint Fietd Activity 1S-3VM
(11gth JFA) in the Socialist Republic of Vietnaml

April 2016, AW lrom JFA 16-2VM (122nd JFA): Su mmary; During Joint Field Activity (JFA) 16-2VM
(122nd JFA), a Vietnam Office for Seeking Missing Persons (VNOSM P) team conducted
(bx6)
(AW) for Case 1243 pursuant to U.S. requiremenrts, VNOSMp specialists re-inlerv¡ewed
a lormer antiaircreft gunner, who provided inforfiatio n concerning two aircraft loss incidents
was a
exactly the same as lhat he provided in two
. His information probably correlates with
guided the team to the site where he claimed to
resolved Case 1253 and with Case 1329-1-01 @
have observed
aircraft wreckage and remarns. ll is almost certain that this is the same site previously and positively
correlated wilh Case 1329. the VNOSMP team also sought inlormation from local residents concerning this
and other incidents, without success, The VNOSMP team obtained
no information concerning Case 1243.
Results of this lnvestigation, Locatíng and lnterviewing Witnesses:
(bx6)

was born in 1949 and resides in YEN GIANG VILLAGE, YEN DINH District, THANH HOA
Province. He enlisted in May 1967, and served in the gth Company (CO), DS Batlalion (BN),
(bx6)
Regiment (REGT), 367th Division (These were all air delense units, right up to division level),
was
an ántiaircraft artillery gunner. He was discharg'ed and returned to hiJlocaiity in 1976.
On an afternoon of February 1969, the 9th CO, f 03rd BN moved to
r H UONG_rBAQ!!_Vi las e , BO TRACH District, QUANG BINH Province,

54 of Route 20 in
fellow urlil
two
and
membersf]@ coùla not remember their names) went to collect branches for camouflaging their gun
position, They went north
ncial Route 20 for approximately 300 meters, then discovered the
(bx6)
wreckage of an aircraft
as the F-4 type. The forward part of the aircrafi was
shattered; the rear was intact. Approximately 20 meters from the tail was intact remains and a paÍr of highnecked boots of the American type, The skull had intact teeth, three of which were gold, They did not see
any clothing or personal effects. ln a bamboo clump above the remains lhere was a green parachute stuck
on a bamboo stalk. They left the whole remains in
, and did not bury them. During the three
(bx6)
months that his unit was stalioned at Kilometer 54,
did not return to the aircraft wreckage location
and did not hear that anyone buriod those remains.
I

ln approximately May-June 1969,
stationed at rho LoNG DAI Ferry [G
Throughout the period that Iollowed
and paid thal matter no further

(bx6)

(bx6)

(bx6)

unit moved along Route 20 into Laos, returning in 1973 to be
727 1621, in QUANG NINH District, OUANG BINH Province
never heard enyone in the unit speak about those remains,

attention.

\

Besides the above incioentFÉiõi-l lnew about an incident that took place at the end of 1968 associated
erry [48Q XE 386 4791. Toward approximately the end
with an American pilot who díed at the
of 1968 (November or December 1968)
unit was stationed at the XUAN SON Ferry in SON
Belno

f

1329

**

t*t
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TRACH Village, BO TRACH oistrict, QUANG BINH Province. He personally witnessed his unit shoot down
an F-4H aircraft, .He saw two pilots parachute, and after that he heard that ihey w"re captured aliye, one
Auslrafian pilot and one American,
Because lhe American pilot resisted, Vietnamese lroops forceluily shot and wounded him. Th
reconnaissance forces of the unit led the two pilots to transfer thdm to the regiment. Atter tha t,
(bx6)
heard that while leading them through the area of CHOT
Hamlet (AKA LANG TROOC, 48O XE OS0 519) in SON T
H
, the American pilot died and was
(bx6)
buried on the spot. The burial
near a llme kiln.
id not know the burial site precisely,
because he only heard aþout ¡t
did not know
names of the reconnaissance personnel
who buried this American pilot Approximately lhree months after thal, his unit moved and was stationed at
Kilometer 54 of Route 20, so he also did not go to the grave of the Amerícan p¡lot.
The Advance Work leam also sought witnesses who were long.time residents of THUONG TRACH Village,
BO TRACH District, QUANG BINH Province. However, at thal time, the usual residents were scattered, iñ
the areas along Route 20, The war was fierce in that area, so the local people were not there. A$ a result,
no one personally witnessed any incidents of aircraft crashes or remains of American pilots.
(bx6)
Survey of the site indicated by lhe witness
guided the Advance Work Team 10 Kilometer
54 (which is now Kífometer 51) of
place where his unit was $tat¡oned in February 1969. From
the location of his unit s gun position
determined the position of the aircraft wreckage and remains
that he saw during the war. He guided the team to GC 4BQ xE 2r11519572 and determined that this was
the position where he saw remains thal were possibly those of an American pilot. The advance
investigation team surveyed and found many small pieces of aircraft wreckage. The site is on a h¡lltop,
covered with natural foresl of
many treas. At the fool of the hill is a stream with water, approximately 50-70 meters from the site. This
area is part 0f Hamlel 51, THUONG TBACH Vitlage, BO TRACH D¡strict, QUANG
BINH Province. The Advance Work Team also determined the position of a possible helicopter landing
zone at GC 48Q XE 27058

18302.

I

VNOSMP Observations and Recommendations: The advance invesligation taam surveyed
hed aircrafl and remains that possibly were those of a pilot acCording to the i
(bx6) provided. The team did nol discover any remains or personaleffects;
only found aircraft pieces. The
Advance Work Team also located and interviewed long
time residents near the site area, however there was no one who knew additíonal information concerning the
disposition of the remains associated with Case 1243 or matters assocíated with missing Americans.
Peopfe have come to live in lhe site area. ll is very likely that they will clear the forest to make fields, so we
need to carry out a joint investigation soon to oblain better
results and avoid losing the site. The most suitable time to carry oul an invesligation or
excavation is in the dry season from March until August every year.
Fíeld analysts
discovered with
oþtained during
a photograph of
location, DPAA ana
n0w
correlates with Case 1329-1-01

information concerning lhe airpraft wreckage and the remains he
based on time frame, localion, and informalion
Based gn recent information, in which credible witnesses identified

-
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añd 48O XE 27215 18012. The AW team surveyed the present site, finding small pieces of aircraft
wreckage, at GC 48Q XË 2711518572. Atl four sites lie within 700 metersbf eaclr other, [Note: Some of
the older grids were converted from lndia-Thai Datum; and some were taken by map and compass
readings. Current grids were taken by GPS. The most distant síte was not established with a GPS, lt is
likely that ¡f that team had a modern GPS they frould have obtained a set of coordinates similar to the other
three, which are all within the marg¡n of error of GPS Readings. The other three surveys, conducted well
after the initial
survey, obtained no identifiable aircraft wrecka$e. because local residents had scavenged the site
intensively. lt is highly unlikely that the sile surueyed during the current AW investigation is
associated with any íncident other than Case 1329.1

joint survey be
DPAA analysts agree with the VNOSMP
tion that
(bx6)
conducted as soon as possible at the s
identified
ld guide the jo¡nl
team to this site and point out the localions at
saw lhe tail of lhe aircratt and the nearly intact
rernains. [Note: During thê August 1989 survey, the slabilizer of the Case1329 aircraft was still present.j
[MSG DTG: 2501512 APR 17, SUB: Translation of Advance Work Report Concerning Case 1243 and 1329
Conducted During Joint Field Activity 16-2VM (J22nd JFA)J

Knowledceabilitv Assessment
Vietnam has demonstrated extensive knowledge of this loss, but we have no evidence that officials
rêcovered these men's rernains.
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r m at i o n
JOINT EXCAVATE VM: This case passed an Excavalion Decision'Board (EDB) on 3 September 2015,
There are two isolated burial sites that will þe excavated: Sile 1 VM 03267, arrd Site 2 VM 03299 (48Q XE
27699 16434). Both sites will be excavated by the Vietnam Recovery Team (VHT), [17-4VMl

AW VM RIT

A:

I

(bx6)

located during Advance Work 15-3VM (11gth JFA).

Eurth.er-Pì¡ rçuit Pefefred lnf ofmat!on
NA

No Further Purguit lnlglmation
NA
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